Classroom Card Kits

Grade K Card Kit
Fluency within Five Cards, 20/SET (6-pack)
Teen Cards, 80/SET
Ten Cards, 20/SET (6-pack)
Ten Frame Cards, 40/SET (6-pack)
Ten Frames, 24/SET

Grade 1 Card Kit
Counting by Ten Cards, Set A, 20/SET (6-pack)
Counting by Ten Cards, Set B, 16/SET (6-pack)
Dot Addition Cards, 20/SET (6-pack)
Dot Cards Set A, 8/SET (6-pack)
Fish Cards, 18/SET
Primary Number Cards, 48/SET
Greater/Less than Cards, 32/SET
Number Cards 120, 36/SET (6-pack)
Number Cards Sets, A, B, C, 120/SET
Plus or Minus 10 Cards, 12/SET (6-pack)
Ten Frame Cards, 40/SET (6-pack)
Ten Frames, 24/SET

Grade 2 Card Kit
Change Cards Set A, 40/SET (7-pack)
Digit Cards, 44/SET
Primary Number Cards, 48/SET
Inch Brick Strips and Measuring Tool (24/SET)
Make a Dollar Cards, 32/SET (6-pack)
Yektti Cards, 42/SET (6-pack)
Grade 3 Card Kit
  Array Cards, 54/SET
  Change Cards Set A, 40/SET (7-pack)
  Change Cards Set B, 40/SET (7-pack)
  Collection Cards, 32/SET
  Digit Cards, 44/SET
  Multiple Cards, 112/SET

Grade 4 Card Kit
  Array Cards, 54/SET
  Decimal Cards, 19/SET (7-pack)
  Digit Cards, 44/SET
  Shape Cards, 40/SET (7-pack)

Grade 5 Card Kit
  Compare Cards, 40/SET (7-pack)
  Decimal Cards, 42/SET
  Digit Cards, 44/SET
  Fraction Cards, 59/SET
  Shape Cards, 40/SET (7-pack)